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ABSTRACT

Both the United States and Canada have highly developed markets
for property insurance, yet each acknowledges serious shortcomings in insuring property for natural catastrophes. Although
Mexico’s property insurance market is far less developed, the
country has implemented an approach to disaster insurance that
its northern neighbors might seriously consider emulating.
The United States and Canada have among the most extensive and
mature markets for property insurance in the world, but you wouldn’t
know it by their states of preparedness for natural disasters.
For example, in February 2018, David I. Maurstad, the chief
executive of the U.S.’s National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
wrote that “most Americans are in denial about their flood risk and
lack needed insurance protection.”1
At about the same time, Don Forgeron, the president and CEO of
the Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC) said his country “has a long
way to go” toward improving its insurance market and advocated
a “whole-of-society approach” to disaster mitigation.2
In late 2018, Swiss Re confirmed the disparity between
catastrophe and noncatastrophe coverage for property in North
America. The reinsurer published its estimates of protection gaps,
otherwise known as uninsured loss exposures, for five regions
of the world: North America, Latin America, Europe, the Middle
East and Africa, and Asia-Pacific. North America had an estimated
protection gap of $33 billion for property-catastrophe losses,
exceeding that of Europe, which has a greater population, and
representing nearly half the gap of Asia-Pacific, which has about
seven times the population of North America.3
Now, on their own, these results are not necessarily shocking.
What makes them particularly striking is that the noncatastrophe
property protection gap for North America was estimated to be
zero, while the other regions’ figures ranged from one-third to all
of their catastrophe gaps.4
In other words, two countries that have managed to insure nearly
all properties for localized risks have come up quite short in
insuring those same properties for catastrophe risks.

by how well prepared the country was to access funds for
disaster recovery and by the capital strength of the Mexican
insurance sector.6
Like its North American trade partners and just about every other
country, Mexico also has a long way to go before it is adequately
insured for natural disaster. But it appears that the country’s
ability to respond to natural catastrophes is far greater than the
penetration of its formal insurance market would suggest. The
U.S. and Canada may have something to learn from their southern
neighbor, especially since the three countries share many of the
same risks.

THREE PERILS, ONE
POLICY, ALL IN
Mexico has huge exposures to damage caused by earthquakes,
floods, and hurricanes. To address these perils, insurance for all
three is provided through a single policy, separate from property
policies covering fire and other causes of loss.
This approach differs from tactics employed in the U.S. and
Canada, where hurricane damage is typically covered under
multiperil property policies, but coverage for flood and earthquake
losses is provided through separate policies or endorsements.
(For commercial properties, coverage for flood and earthquake is
also available on a combined basis under difference in conditions
policies, a form of inland marine insurance.)
Whether intended or not, the logic behind the U.S.-Canadian
approach is that property owners will buy coverage for the
types of disaster they are most likely to experience: for example,
earthquakes on the West Coast and flooding on the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts and certain inland areas. That’s a recipe for adverse
selection, and most observers believe the U.S. and Canada are
grossly underinsured for flood and earthquake loss.

LOOK TO MEXICO?

Almost no properties in the U.S. and Canada have zero exposure
to flood and earthquake loss, yet the majority of those properties
provide zero premium toward flood and earthquake coverage.
Mexico’s approach provides for a spread of risk through
complementary contributions of premium toward the three perils.

Few people would think to look to Mexico as a model of a thriving
property insurance market. Despite years of optimistic projections,
insurance penetration in Mexico lags behind that of other Latin
American countries, let alone the U.S. and Canada. Official
estimates, in fact, show that less than 10 percent of Mexican
residences are insured.5

Mexico has a territorial rating for each peril, but everyone who
purchases a catastrophe insurance policy contributes something
toward addressing all three. Thus, areas of Mexico most prone to
earthquakes are supported by those most prone to hurricanes and
floods, and vice versa. (As a practical matter, the heavily populated
central valley of Mexico is prone to all three perils.)

Yet, when Mexico was hit by devastating hurricanes and
earthquakes in 2017, international observers were impressed

Could a similar sharing of regional risk increase the take-up rate
for disaster insurance in the U.S. and Canada?
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VOLUNTARY, OR NOT
It’s easy to anticipate objections to applying the Mexican approach
to disaster insurance in the U.S. and Canada. For one thing,
implementing it north of the Rio Grande would require substantial
disruption of mature and, for the most part, highly efficient
insurance markets. Secondly, it is heavily dependent on federal
government guidance and support, and thus not seen as a model
for the private, voluntary insurance markets traditionally promoted
in the U.S. and Canada.
One could say that the Mexican approach is top-down, in the
sense that the federal government identifies major hazards and
designs the approach for private insurers to participate. The U.S.Canadian approach, in contrast, is bottom-up, in the sense that
private insurers are expected to assume all the types of risk they
can manage, and governments step in only where private insurers
find an exposure to be uninsurable.
A reality check may be in order, however.
Private insurance markets in the U.S. and Canada are not as
voluntary as we’d like to believe. The high rates of penetration

in auto, homeowners, and small business insurance are driven
by state and provincial laws (for auto insurance) and lender
requirements (for homeowners and small business coverage).
These factors are far less prevalent in Mexico, but growing in
importance.
As for the role of government, residential flood and earthquake
coverage in the U.S. relies overwhelmingly on two public agencies:
the NFIP and the California Earthquake Authority, neither of which
has nearly enough policies or capital to fully cover their respective
hazards.

GO WITH THE FLOW?
The historically private market emphasis in the U.S. and Canada
may in fact be retarding rather than promoting private market
participation in disaster insurance. Consider the past few decades,
for example, which have seen a bifurcation of property insurance
throughout North America.

Primary insurers, including thousands of small carriers, continue to
retain risks for clients’ localized losses, but now cede large shares
of catastrophe exposure to international reinsurers. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, then, initiatives to add flood coverage to private
policies in the U.S. are driven largely by international reinsurers—
who are currently assuming most of the premium and exposure.7
By combining disaster coverages under a single rubric, private,
public, and quasi-public risk entities can invite private market
participation by purchasing reinsurance, issuing insurancelinked securities, or entering into parametric risk contracts. At
the reinsurance level, methods for mitigating catastrophe risks
affecting all of North America might be shared across national
borders, thus removing artificial barriers and improving the spread
of risk.
At the same time, primary insurers can retain some exposure,
preserving their incentive to encourage loss control measures
at the level of individual risks. That approach already exists in
the U.S.’s Terrorism Risk Insurance Program (TRIP), under which
private insurers and reinsurers assume 100 percent of losses from
acts of terrorism up to a certain threshold. Above that threshold,
the U.S. Treasury steps in to assist, providing funds that an insurer
later repays through surcharges on commercial policies.
The point here is not to argue that Mexico’s approach to disaster
insurance is necessarily better than the U.S.’s or Canada’s,
or that it can be easily transplanted to markets with different
characteristics.
But objective observers have to acknowledge that the emerging
Mexican insurance market has developed an approach to disaster
coverage that the country seeks to expand, while the mature U.S.
and Canadian markets are looking for a new way forward. That
new way might be found by looking south. 
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